
গণজাতী বাংলােদশ সরকর
ম ও কমসংান মণালয়

কলকরখানা ও িতান পিরদশন অিধদর "সু িমক, েশাভন কমপিরেবশ;
গেড় তুলেব াট বাংলােদশ"

  

কাপ পযেবেণর তথ

করখানার নাম কলার চ িলঃ
িঠকনা 119, Ashkona Medical Road,
করখানার েকড DHK132
কলার েকড

মূলায়েনর ধরণ:  কঠেমাগত মূলায়ন পযেবেণর তিরখ:  ০২-০৪-২০২৩
১. পযেবণ



পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderately stressed column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

১.১. কযম

কযম Prepared the details As-buit Architectural and structural drawings.
সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম

We have not taken any action but agreed to complete the issue within the given
timeline.

অািধকর ৬ সাহ
চূড়া
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

Previous Timeline: N/A. they have no CAP-01 report. Final Timeline: 4/12/2017.
Factory has no taken any action yet but they will have agreed to complete within
timeline. 28.01.2020: They Submitted as built structural, Architectural drawing,
floor load plan, DEA report and CD dated 27.12.18. and 04.11.19 dated in task force
meeting has decided retro-fitting drawing should submit within one month. retro-
fitting drawing has not submitted yet. 08/10/2020: Same as previous status. Due
to corona virus pandemic the remediation work has been delayed. 26.01.2021:
Correction Review design or drawing has not submitted yet. 10/06/2021: The
factory has prepared its As-built drawings and submitted to DIFE but there is no
site copy is found during the visit. 07/08/2022: DEA report must be resubmitted
to DIFE as soon as possible. 02/04/2023: Factory was closed during on visit day.
All floors are locked but Another factory "Euroasia Knitwear Ltd." found on 3rd &
4th floor of the building.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 

         

২. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderately stressed column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

২.১. কযম

কযম
Verify insitu concrete stresses either by 4 Nos. 100mm dia. Cores test or existing
cylinder strength data for the identified the stresses of the columns. Also conduct
the ferro scan report for chacking the rebars of the columns, beams & slabs

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম

We have not taken any action but agreed to complete the issue within the given
timeline.

অািধকর ৬ সাহ
চূড়া
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

Previous Timeline: N/A. they have no CAP-01 report. Final Timeline: 4/12/2017.
Factory has no taken any action yet but they will have agreed to complete within
timeline. 28.01.2020: Consulting firm taking core cutting sample and all necessary
test report submitted to DIFE. 08/10/2020: Same as previous status. Due to
corona virus pandemic the remediation work has been delayed. 26.01.2021:
Correction Review design or drawing has not submitted yet. 10/06/2021: This
issues are covered in DEA report and submitted to DIFE but there is no site copy is
found during the visit. The factory has not been submitted its revised documents
to DIFE according to the Taskforce review yet. 07/08/2022: DEA report must be
resubmitted to DIFE as soon as possible. 02/04/2023: Factory was closed during
on visit day. All floors are locked but Another factory "Euroasia Knitwear Ltd."
found on 3rd & 4th floor of the building.

 সংযুসমূহ (২) 

    

৩. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderately stressed column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৩.১. কযম

কযম

Take Structural analysis to acertain the safety of the structrue and recomanding
remedation measures if required. Also vertical extension above the roof, beyond
approval may be allowed if detail assesment of the structures (DEA). Produce and
actively manage a loading plan for all floor plates within the factory giving
consideration to floor capacity and column capacity.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম

We have not taken any action but agreed to complete the issue within the given
timeline.

অািধকর ৬ মাস
চূড়া
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

Previous Timeline: N/A. they have no CAP-01 report. Final Timeline: 4/12/2017.
Factory has no taken any action yet but they will have agreed to complete within
timeline. 28.01.2020: Vertical extension above the roof, which is use for Dinning.
This report also included in DEA report. Which is submitted to DIFE. 04.11.19 dated
in task force meeting has decided retrofitting drawing should submit within one
month. retrofitting drawing has not submitted yet. 08/10/2020: Same as previous
status. Due to corona virus pandemic the remediation work has been delayed.
26.01.2021: Correction Review design or drawing has not submitted yet.
10/06/2021: This issues are covered in DEA report and submitted to DIFE. But the
factory has not been submitted its revised documents to DIFE according to the
Taskforce review yet. 07/08/2022: DEA report must be resubmitted to DIFE as
soon as possible. 02/04/2023: Factory was closed during on visit day. All floors
are locked but Another factory "Euroasia Knitwear Ltd." found on 3rd & 4th floor of
the building.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 
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